In a previous paper [ Applications to extremal problems will be given in a later paper.
where 0f 0n denotes the inner normal derivative. It is known (see [9, Chapter 1]) that ((Pir)) fo" 7, lc : 1,2,..., ffi-L is a symmetric nonsingular matrixl and it generates a negative-definite quadratic form. The same is therefore true for the inverse matrix 11p;r)) .
Green's function of O with pole at infinity has the form sQ): g(z,a): log lal -log,R + o(lllzl) near infinity. It is harmonic in O except for the logarithmic pole at infinity, and it vanishes on the boundary. The Robin constant of O is -IogrB, where -R is the transfinite diameter, ot loga.rithmic capacity of the complementary region Ö: Ar U Az U "'U A*.
Further information about transfinite diameter may be found in Goluzin [6, Chap- ter VIII; Hille [7, Chapter 16] ; and Tsuji [13] .
More generallg Green's function of O ( np}, le:7,. ..}n'1. Our next task is to calculate g*. Since ( 12) it follows that where e *nitu:p.
The variational formulas (13) and (14) show that the expressions G, and H,r as given by (7) and (8) It also follows from (10) where c,rr is the harmonic measure of 13 with respect to O. In particular, by (29) and property (i) of the equilibrium potential, (33) å a*LD*(*)-1osB. In view of (28), (33), (37) We may now conclude as before (cf. formulas (22) and (23) where e is a small complex parameter.
formulas [12] 
Ic=1
A straightforward calculation, using (48), (50), (51), (53), and (54), now reveals the elegant formula m-l (b5) ,bn : rl,-n"{e (r'tro)-t ,'iQo)(ri(*) -rr))'} + o1"'1.
j:r
In a forthcoming paper [5] , we apply the formula (55) to the solution of various extremal problems. The lengthy calculations involve Robin's function of a multiply connected domain, roughly described as a kind of interpolation between Green's function and Neumann's function.
